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BITTERNE AFTER THE ROMANS.

By O. G. S". CRAWFORD, B.A., F.S.A.

DOMESDAY Book is usually regarded as a measure of antiquity,
conferring the hall-mark of authentic age upon such places
as are there mentioned. Bitterne is not mentioned by this

name in Domesday, but the history of the manor can be traced
back to before Domesday. In the year 1045 King "Edward the
Confessor gave land at Stanham to the monastery of St. Peter and
Paul at Winchester, that is to say, to the Cathedral. The bounds
of this land are given ; their identification is not at all easy, but one
thing is quite certain, namely, that they include a portion- of South
Stoneham ; for an earlier grant of land (in 932).to-the new Minster
at Winchester can be identified by the bounds with part of North
Stoneham. We must therefore exclude all the land included in
that earlier grant from the present one (of 1045). . We may also
exclude all manors known to exist at the time of Domesday, for
it is highly improbable that any such would be included in the
grant of a manor made only 41 years previously. That cuts out
the manors of Allington, Woolston, Shirley and Chilworth. Unfor-
tunately the exact extent of these manors is unknown, but the
possible extent of the Stoneham grant is to some extent defined.
The bounds begin at Swaythlihg well, which must have been
somewhere near Swaythling. The " old Itchen " and the " new
river " (niwan ea) are then mentioned, and then, after a number
of unidentifiable bound-marks (loam-pits, Wadda's stoc, white
stone) we come to " wic hythe." This last must mean the hithe
or quay of the old Saxon town of Southampton, whose alternative
names were Homwic and Horn- or Ham-tun. But the exact site
of the hithe is uncertain. Such a description might have been
given to almost any point on the banks of the Itchen estuary between
Northam and its mouth, including possibly the opposite shore at
Itcheh Ferry. The bounds then go along mid-stream, that is, in
the middle of the estuary, to the " lake " (lace), which may mean
either a stream or a backwater of the Itchen. Thence they go
to " acre gate," " hollow brook" (holan broc), and along the
brook to Portswood, thence along the green1 way northward, thence
along the street to Swaythling well. Of these points, Portswood
is obvious, but I think the name may at this early date have had
a wider extent and covered the whole of Southampton Common.
The " hollow brook " cannot well be. the stream at Shirley Mill,
whose name survives in Hollybrook House and cemetery, but must
be another stream with the same name, which was a very common
one.' The stream, which rises near the cemetery on the Common
and flows out (now underground) near the Central Station was
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called Rollbrook, which may be derived from the Saxon " thaere
holan broc," just as the river-name " Ray " is from " thaere ea."
The street at the end is certainly Burgess Street, and it is quite
certain that the grant included a considerable portion of land on
the west side of the Itchen.

The grant concludes with a statement that. the " minster at
Wic, and. the hide that belongs to it,1 and six acres and the island
(iggath) at Portsbridge, and half the sea-weir and the mill-stead
at Mansbridge " (go also with the grant). Now the " minster at
Wic " can be only the church of St. Mary,- the mother church of
Southampton, an identification which' is now made for the first
time. We can thus state with absolute certainty that there was
a 'church on the site before the Norman Conquest.

The evidence is convergent but conclusive. In the first place
." Wic " must be the Saxon town of Southampton, whose mother
church was, and still is, St. Mary's. (This town stood on either
side of St. Mary's Street, from near the church to beyond Six
Dials.) It has long been suspected that St. Mary's was a collegiate
church, and proof of this, hitherto lacking, has recently come to
light in a document, of 1454, where it is-definitely so described.
Collegiate churches were those " served by a group of clergy sharing
a communal life " ;? in Saxon times they were called " minsters;"
a word which is the Old-English form of the Latin Monasterium. 
The clergy were not, however, monks but rather, in origin, a group
of missionaries established to spread Christianity in a district.

Then we have the evidence of Domesday which states -that
the church of the manor of (South) Stoneham was held by Richerius,
the clerk, together with two other churches near Hamton (juxta
Hantone) which' belong to this church as the mother church.
Attached to it was a hide of land, arid all the tithes of the same town
and of Kingsland (terra regis). Now St. Mary's has always had
the tithes of Southampton, and has claimed them against the'
incumbents of the later-formed parishes of that town. It was
therefore concluded, quite correctly, by Davies,3 that the manor
church of (South) Stoneham. • mentioned in Domesday was
St. Mary's, Southampton. The additional evidence I have here
brought forward completely confirms this conclusion. With equal
acumen Davies also concluded that the Domesday manor of (South)
Stoneharh was " probably Bittern," pointing out that it was known
to have been an episcopal manor at a later date. This conclusion
is confirmed by these bounds of 1045 which escaped the notice
of Davies.

i. This is the same hide tbat belonged in Domesday to Richer's Church ; it was represented
right down to modern times by St. Mary's glebe, the land north of the church which was still
enclosed fields only a century ago. Portsbridge is probably the bridge at Woodmill, and the
island that portion of the grounds of S. Stoneham House containing the fishpond and salmon
pool. This is actually an island ; but the topography of the river here is extremely complicated.

2. Anglo-Saxon England, by F. M. 'Stenton, Oxford, 1943, 149.
3. Hist, of Southampton, 1883, 328.
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It remains only to discuss the site of the original Stoneham which
gave its name to these two manors. We may eliminate the neigh-
bourhood of South Stoneham Church, for "that church is not
mentioned in Domesday, and the existing building does not appear
to be older than the 12th century. There was a church at North
Stoneham in the time of Domesday, and the present building
stands on, or very close to, the Roman road from 'Winchester. It
>seems, however, that the Minster of St. Mary's may have been the
oldest ecclesiastical establishment in the district, and that therefore
the origin of the name is to be looked for in the southern part of
the whole Stoneham area. The Domesday manor of Stanham
reappears as the post-Conquest manor of Bitterne, and the name
of Bitterne (though doubtless of pre-Gonquest origin) does not
appear before the Conquest. Is the site of Bitterne Manor the
site of the original Stanham ? The name is appropriate for it
means the " ham " (settlement) of, or near a, stone, and there is
abundance of stone here. This is, of course, pure speculation,
and I hope it will not be quoted as anything but speculation. The
first part of the name Stoneham is- certainly the O.E. stan, a stone ; 
but it is uncertain whether this means that the -ham was built
of stone or built near some well-known stone such as a Roman
milestone. Several Roman milestones have actually been found
at Bitterne ; but there might also have been one at North Stoneham.
If, however, the Roman wall at Bitterne was still standing, as it
almost certainly was, when the name " Stanham " was first used,
it is hard to imagine a more suitable name for the place than this.
Moreover there are other places in England compounded with
O.E. stan where Roman stone-work may account for the name.

The name Bitterne, according to Eknall, is compounded of two
Old-English words, byht, a bend, aad.aern, a store-house. The
first part is a little doubtful, but quite in harmony with its position
on a big bend of the Itchen estuary. The second part is fairly
certain, being quite a common suffix, which also occurs in barn
(Old-English per-aern, a barley storehouse), Saltern (a salt store-
house), Colerne, Wilts, near Bath (a coal storehouse). It seems
that, on the site of the Roman settlement, where building materials
would.be plentiful, there was a storehouse,4 probably for salt,
possibly for merchandize generally. It is interesting to note that
Arne, Dorset, which is the same word, stands on a spur of land
projecting into Poole Harbour, and thus would, like Bitterne, be
easily accessible from the sea and a convenient site for storing
goods. Salt was a necessity of life in the Middle Ages, and was used
to preserve meat and fish for use at seasons of scarcity. Salt was
certainly stored at Bitterne during the 13th century for it is recorded
in the Pipe Roll of 1207 - 8 (see below) that it was sent from there
to other Manors of the Bishop of Winchester (Downton, Farnham

4. It seems also possible that the wall enclosure of the Roman settlement might itself account
for the name, without supposing that any other building had been erected there;
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and Sutton), that sent to Farnham being described as for the
larder.

The salt was made in pans reclaimed from the foreshore of the
neighbouring estuaries. The industry is one of the oldest, and
from prehistoric times down to the 19th century there can be
little doubt that salt was continuously produced around these
shores, for it was then an " essential service." . There was a salt
store at Southampton just inside the West Gate1. But the Bishop
of Winchester, like other grand seigneurs, tried to make his estates
commercially self-sufficient; and Bitterne, which was one of his
manors, was evidently the clearing-house for their salt.

The first actual mention of Bitterne by this name is in 1172.5 . 
The passage is confused and probably corrupt. I cannot make
any sense of it, but it does seem to. refer to a church there. We
get a much clearer picture of the place a few years later in the first 
Pipe Roll of the Bishop,. 1207 - 8:6 • It was .then a farm, though
not one of the richest or most productive, so far as one can judge
from the accounts here recorded. The estate consisted of the
Great House, roofed with slate, with a courtyard (curia) and
cloisters also roofed with slate.7 There was a kitchen, probably
a separate building and possibly of wood or clunch, for it had been
burnt and repaired. Four small houses are mentioned, where
doubtless lived the farm hands ; the cost of repairs and roofing
were much less and they were probably thatched. They are
mentioned with the sheepfolds, which were sheds standing in an
enclosure bounded by a hedge and ditch whose circumference
ranged from 627 to 115| yards in the other Bishop's Manors.
The hedge was formed either of pales and twigs (palae et rancillae)
or brushwood (clostura) ;. and the building was roofed with tiles
or straw, walled with boards, and provided with a door.8, Remains
of such enclosures, with the foundations of their building, are
common in sheltered downland valleys, and one near Devizes was
excavated, and its medieval age proved, by the Cunningtons. The
courtyard had a hedge (sepe) round it, and outside it was the chapel.
There was also a barn. .John Speed also records two stone
buildings ; of which more anon.

Of these buildings there survives only the Great House. . The
walls are of stone, covered with cement rendering in 1804-5.
The explosion of bombs in the garden shook off some of this
covering and revealed at least one certainly mediaeval feature : 
the lancet window in the south wall, west of the front door. This
is regarded by Sir Alfred Clapham, the leading authority in all

5. Register of Pontissara, ed. Deedes, ii. 625.
6. The Pipe Roll of the Bishop of Winchester 1267-8, ed. by Hubert Hall. London School

of Economics, 1903, 30-32.
7. " Sclatis." This word may refer either to slates of Purbeck stone or to imported blue

slates from Cornwall, such as were certainly used to roof St. Catherine's Chapel on the hill near
Winchester (.Proceedings, xi. 202-5).

8. Pipe Roll, p. xxfc.
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such matters, as of the 13th century. A little west of it are the
remains of another wall with a flattened arch and a scallop capital
which Sir Alfred puts at about 1200. This capital, therefore, was
part of the building which stood here when our chief source, the
Pipe Roll, was compiled. The other Windows and doors in the

' south wall are probably much later ; but the surviving half of a 
round arch looks to me as if it were formed of 12th century ashlars,
even though they may not now be in their original position. The
south-east corner of the building is original, but the top few
quoins were shaken down by the bomb and have since been
replaced.

At the back of the house, near the east end, there still stands
what, to my mind, is one of the most interesting features—the
great square tower. This was plainly shown on the large drawing
of Bitterne Manor represented on the map of Southampton of
c. 1560. Speed9 in 1770 described it as " still of some height, to
the top of which there is a stone staircase out of one of the upper
rooms of the mannor house which joins to it.; at the bottom of this
tower is a.door case open to the shoar from a small.room." His
plani reproduced as Sheet 1 of the Southampton Record Society's
Atlas, marks the tower as forming the north-east corner of the
house and as having the Roman wall along its north side. It is
to be feared that the stone staircase, and perhaps also the upper
part of the tower as well, were removed during the VandaUstic

• activities of Mr. Henry Simpson at the beginning of the last century.,
Mr'. Simpson evidently preferred the false crehellation of the
south wall to the Bishop's more authentic defence work. The
result has been disastrous, for the weight of this neo-Gothic
atrocity, bearing down upon a wall already weakened by many
penetrations for windows and doors, has already produced a 
collapse since the original bomb damage ; and it will inevitably
bring about the total destruction of the south wall if it be not
speedily removed—a task involving, I fear, some risk.

Besides the Great House there were, in the times of Speed and
Englefield, a gate-house, a barn and a stable. The gate-house
cannot have been identical with the modern lodge, for it " consisted
of two arches, one within the other " ; its north end joined the
barn, and the room above the gateway communicated by a doorway
with the barn. From this we may infer that the barn of Speed's
time was not the mediaeval barn, but some other mediaeval building
subsequently put to this use.10 This conclusion is confirmed by
Englefiejd's statement that in the west wall of the barn were " four
windows of peculiarly• excellent masonry";11 Englefield was a 
first-rate antiquary and .we may safely accept his description. His

9. Hist, of Southampton, p. 146.
10. Speed himself describes it as " an old stone building, now converted into a barn," but

he regarded it as " part of the old Roman fort."
11. Walk, 1805, 115.
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letter printed in the Hampshire Repository1' gives an illustration of
one of these windows. Speed gives the additional information that
in the east wall of the barn " are slits to shoot arrows through,"
and that a little below these were " plain marks of there having
been a floor." These slits were probably the usual ventilation
openings that occur in barns. From all this we may infer that the
original structure was a two-storied building of perhaps the 12th
century, later converted into a barn. It was taken down by the
egregious Mr. Simpson just after Sir Henry Englefield had described
it.

Between the barn and the Great House13 was "another old
stone building, now a stable and cart-house, which reaches to the
outside (i.e., Roman) wall next the river on the east side, and on
that side it has an arched window and a slit like those in the barn,
on each side of the window." No trace now survives of this
building, nor does Englefield mention it. • 

The site of the chapel is unknown, but its existence is proved
not only by the mention of it in the Pipe Roll, but also by the fact
that, exactly a century later the Bishop held ordinations in it on
several occasions. Attached to it may have been a cemetery, for
otherwise it is difficult to account for the fifty graves whose dis-
covery is recorded by Sir Henry Englefield. They were orientated
east and west; the bodies were buried in wooden coffins, fragments
of which we're found, with the nails ; but there were no grave-
goods, proving that they were Christian and had no connection

•with the Roman settlement. Unfortunately Sir Henry's account
makes it difficult to locate the site ; he describes it as " on the north
side of the new road (i.e., the modern main road), and nearly half
way between the wall and the bridge." The " wall" must be
the Roman wall; and as the road between Northam Bridge and
the wall runs north-north-east, it would have been more natural,
if that is the bridge referred to, to speak of the west side of it.
Moreover, the west side, in Englefield's time was unreclaimed mud
flats, and an impossible place 'for a cemetery. One can only
conclude that the bridge referred to was one crossing the ditch of
the outer Roman rampart, though Englefield makes no reference
to such. The cemetery would then have been between the two
ramparts.

Having now accounted for the buildings of the manor, so far
as the evidence permits, we may take a general view of the whole.
I have called it a " farm," but in fact it was more than this. It
was closely akin to one of those big country houses which still
survive in the remoter parts of England. There was a park where
the Bitterne Park suburb now sprawls. A mediaeval park was

12. Vol. ii, 1801, p. 299 ; PI- IV, Fig. 2. Sir Alfred Clapham, who has seen this illustration,
allows me to quote his opinion that" the jambs and shafts of the window are of the third' or fourth
quarter of the 12th century," and that the head is probably a later alteration."

13. Speed describes it as " within the barn," but his plan rectifies this error.
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not, of course, like a modern one ; it was strictly utilitarian, pro-
viding pasture for sheep, cattle and horses, and in some cases for
deer. It was surrounded by a high bank, on which was either a 
live hedge or a wooden paling (such as still survive in parts of the
New Forest, made without / nails), intended. to keep the lord's
animals from straying, and wolves from jumping over and preying
upon them. There was also at Bitterne a rabbit warren ; it is
not mentioned in the Pipe Roll, however, and may not then have

' existed. But it was there in the early 14th century, when one of
" the canons of St. Denys was convicted, with four other persons,

of poaching there.14 There was, of course, a mill j 1 6 the most
obvious place for it would be at the southern end of one or other
of the Roman transverse ditches. That it was tidal may safely
be assumed, for tidal mills were common from an early date in the
post-Conquest period (the one at Chapel, near Southampton,-is
mentioned early.in the. 13th century).

There were, in 1207-8, 117 acres of arable, of which 16 acres
were sown with wheat, 31 with barley and rye, and 70 with oats.
The land was marled with lime and manured by sheep. Other
crops were hay, pease and vetch. The livestock consisted of
sheep, cattle, goats, horses (including forest ponies from Bishop's
Waltham), hogs and poultry, producing not only meat, milk and

. eggs, but also wool, hides and cheese. Each class of livestock had
its accompanying guardian; and there was also a fish pond
(vivarium) and a paid fisherman. This last was probably the
salmon pool that still exists in the south part of the grounds of
South Stoneham House, just opposite Wbodmill; but there is
also a fish pond immediately north of it. j The Pipe Roll also
mentions a certain Robert de Ellestede and his dogs, who seem
to have been fed on corn. There was a small return from the sale
of nuts.

The farm labourers did most of their work for nothing, according
to a fixed schedule of manorial customs (which in this instance
have not survived). They produced most of their own food in
such time as was left over to them after they had performed their
customary services for the Bishop. They had to get their corn
ground at the Bishop's mill; for which he duly charged them. The
revenue from this source in 1207-8 was 13/5, equivalent to the rent
of a good house in. Southampton. They could not marry without
the consent of the Bishop, as Lord of the Manor, and had to pay

14. Sandal's Register (H.R.S., 1897) p. 244. The warren is also mentioned in a survey
of 13x9 in the same Register. • . " 

15. A mill is mentioned in the survey of 1319 which mentions a " hiltre " in connection
with it. On p. 630 the Editor explains this word as meaning " a covered yar or fish-lock, near
Woodmill, used for catching salmon." The inference is that he regarded Woodmill, where the
salmon pool still exists in the grounds of S. Stoneham House, as the mill of Bitterne. That is
possible ; but the present mill uses the water of the quite modern Itchen Navigation Canal.
The Domesday manor of (South) Stoneham had two mills ; one of them must have been eater's
mill (which still functions). The word " hiltre " may perhaps be connected With the mysterious
Haven Stone in Hylton,' one of the bound-marks of the liberty of Southampton, which stood
at the point where the leet of St. Denys' mill began. The word " Hylton * occurs nowhere
else and is almost certainly a corrupted form.
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for obtaining this. In. 1207-8 Siward's son paid 5/-, but Edward
Bas was let off with 6d. 

Bitterne was also the Bishop's wine depot. He did not import
it directly but from Southampton, paying customs at the port
and transporting it thence to Bitterne by water. From thence it
was sent to his other Manors ; for 1207-8 there is. a record of wine
sent from Bitterne to Clere in the extreme north of Hampshire.

i In forming a picture of mediaeval life at Bitterne we must
Temember that, whereas the people who kept it going and produced
the food and other wealth necessarily lived and made their homes
there, the people who consumed the products—the Bishop and his
Court—did not; they moved about from place to place. To some
extent this was then an economic necessity, for it was easier then
to move yourself than your food. This peripatetic life was the
normal one for all the grand seigneurs of the Middle Ages and
it survives in the nomadic regime of the Royal Court today. We
find the Master of Godshouse, Southampton, whose mastership
was a very profitable sinecure, dividing his time between his
different estates. That did not prevent him, of course, from
having a certain quantity of food sent to him, at the expense of the
establishment, to his residence for the time being. It is time that
we faced the facts of mediaeval life so unmistakeably revealed by
a mass of documentary evidence.


